Resting heart rate (HR) is a predictor of adverse outcome in patients with heart failure (HF). Whether changes in HR over time in patients with chronic HF are also associated with adverse outcome is unknown. We explored the relationship between changes in HR from a preceding visit, time-updated HR (i.e. most recent available HR value from a clinic visit) and subsequent outcomes in patients with chronic HF.
Introduction
Resting heart rate (HR) is a known risk factor for adverse outcome in patients with cardiovascular (CV) disease. 1 -5 In addition to being a marker for increased occurrence of adverse outcomes, resting HR may be a modifiable risk factor in patients with heart failure (HF), and strategies that reduce HR, including b-blockers and an I f inhibitor, also reduce fatal and non-fatal events in this population. 6 -8 The association between temporal changes in HR and mortality has been assessed in subjects without known CV disease 9, 10 and also in subjects with hypertension. 11 These studies showed that a rise in HR over time was associated with a higher risk of adverse events. However to date, there have been no studies to assess whether temporal changes in HR are of prognostic importance in patients with chronic HF, particularly in patients on modern therapy for HF and in those with preserved ejection fraction. The availability of new remote monitoring strategies that can measure and track HR provides a compelling rationale for determining the utility of temporal changes in HR as a biomarker for HF severity.
We previously demonstrated that HR measured at baseline visit was of prognostic importance in patients enrolled in the CHARM (candesartan in heart failure: assessment of reduction in mortality and morbidity) program. 1 The objective of this analysis was to determine whether temporal changes in HR from the preceding visit are also of prognostic importance in patients with chronic HF.
Methods
The overall CHARM program
The details of the design and overall findings have been previously reported. 12 In brief, the overall CHARM program enrolled a total of 7599 patients with symptomatic chronic HF [New York Heart Association (NYHA) class II-IV] on standard therapy. The CHARM program comprises three component clinical trials and differed from one another according to LVEF and angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor (ACE-I) treatment. The component trials included the CHARMalternative (n ¼ 2028 with LVEF ≤40% not receiving an ACE-I due to previous intolerance), CHARM-added (n ¼ 2548 with LVEF ≤40% already receiving an ACE-I) and the CHARM-preserved study (n ¼ 3023 with LVEF .40%). 12 -15 For each of the component trials, patients were randomized to candesartan or placebo at the enrolment visit.
The main exclusion criteria for the overall program were serum creatinine 3 mg/L (265 mmol/L) or more, serum potassium of 5.5 mmol/L or more; known bilateral renal artery stenosis, symptomatic hypotension, critical aortic or mitral stenosis, recent myocardial infarction (MI) (within 4 weeks), stroke or heart surgery.
The overall program consisted of up to 14 trial visits, these included an initial visit, followed by visit 2, 3, and 4 occurring at two weekly intervals and followed by visit 5 at 6 months from initial visit, subsequent visits occurred every 4 months up to visit 14. Therefore, the median time interval between visits was 119 days (interquartile range, IQR: 21-125 days). The follow-up time from the initial visit was a median of 38 months for the overall CHARM program. Resting HR was recorded at each visit. Heart rate at each visit was recorded after 5 min of rest, by palpation for at least 30 s or from auscultation of the heart or from the ECG.
Heart rate at any clinic visit and calculation of temporal changes in heart rate
In order to assess temporal changes in HR, we created a time-updated covariate representing the most recent available HR value for each patient at each visit over the course of the trial. We named this variable as HR at any visit. A patient's baseline HR was carried forward until the day of the first follow-up visit, at which time the new 'current' value was used and then subsequently carried forward until the next visit. As there were up to 14 trial visits in the program, the resting HR was updated up to 13 times after baseline for each patient.
We calculated temporal changes in resting HR from the preceding visit (DHR) by subtracting the time-updated visit HR value from the value from the preceding visit. These changes in HR reflect short-term changes occurring in between visits.
Statistical analysis
We modelled DHR as continuous covariate and also categorized DHR into five categories of HR (drop of .10 b.p.m., drop of 5 -10 b.p.m., ,5 b.p.m. change, increase of 5 -10 b.p.m., increase .10 b.p.m.) based on the rationale that changes in HR of .5 b.p.m. would be considered as clinically meaningful. The resting HR at any visit represented by the time-updated HR was modelled both continuously and also categorized into tertiles, similar to our previous analysis of resting baseline HR. 1 Because patients' changing post-baseline HR values may cause them to spend time in more than one HR category, only the total time spent in each category and the associated numbers of events are presented for the time-updated analysis.
We related resting baseline HR, HR at any visit and DHR to several outcomes. These included all-cause mortality (the primary endpoint of the overall CHARM program) and the composite outcome of CV death or hospitalization for HF, whichever occurred first (the primary endpoint of each component trial), and also the outcome of CV death, hospitalization for HF, non-CV deaths, fatal and non-fatal MI and stroke. The rationale for using the non-CV death as an outcome was to assess whether or not DHR was predictive of general ill health or whether it would be specific to CV outcomes alone. Incidence rates were calculated, per 100 patient-years. The association between outcomes and resting baseline HR, HR at any visit and DHR were assessed using multivariable Cox proportional hazards models. As continuous covariates the estimated hazard ratio for each of these covariates correspond to a 5 b.p.m. difference in HR. In models using categorical covariates, the no change in HR category (,5 b.p.m. change) was used as the reference for changes in HR from the preceding visit, and the lowest tertile was used as the reference for HR at any visit. The multivariable analysis adjusted for the established predictors of outcome, previously identified in the overall CHARM program. 16 These included age, LVEF, history of diabetes mellitus, previous history of HF hospitalization, NYHA functional class, body mass index, diastolic BP, sex, cardiomegaly on chest X-ray and candesartan treatment. We also included time-updated b-blocker dose and use of digoxin to control for starting or stopping rate limiting drugs and also for variation in dose of b-blocker. Our model also adjusted for the presence of atrial fibrillation at baseline. We controlled for baseline HR when modelling for HR at anytime; however, we replaced baseline HR with HR from the preceding visit when modelling DHR. Interval non-fatal MI was also included in the model when we considered endpoints that did not include non-fatal MI.
An adjusted model using a restricted cubic spline with five-knots was constructed to flexibly display the relationship between the hazards of developing outcome and continuous covariate of HR at anytime, using a reference value of 60 b.p.m. For DHR, 0 was used as the reference. Interaction testing was used to determine whether the relationship between DHR and outcomes varied in different subgroups (patients with or without atrial fibrillation at baseline, those with reduced vs. preserved ejection fraction, patients with or without diabetes at baseline, with and without pacemaker at baseline and b-blocker use at anytime). Continuous variables were described using median and IQRs and categorical variables were expressed as counts and percentages. All P-values were two sided, and a P-value of ,0.05 was used to determine statistical significance. Analysis was performed using STATA (version 13.1, StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA).
Results

Baseline characteristics of the patients
The baseline characteristic of the study group has been previously described. 12 However, we have summarized key characteristics in Table 1 . The mean age of the cohort was 65 + 11 years, and almost a third of the population was female. Patients were treated with contemporary medication for HF, with 55% treated with b-blocker and 43% on digitalis/digoxin at the time of the baseline visit. The use of b-blockers and digoxin increased throughout the study, to 69 and 50%, respectively, at anytime during the follow-up.
Resting heart rate measured at any time and temporal changes in heart rate
The median values of HR measured at any visit for the cohort were identical to the resting baseline HR value of 72 b.p.m. (IQR: 64 -80 b.p.m.), Table 1 . The distribution of DHR is summarized in 
Temporal changes in heart rate from the preceding visit (DHR) and outcomes
With a median follow-up of 38 months, a total of 1831 patients died and 2459 experienced the composite endpoint of CV death or hospitalization for HF. The number events for other outcomes are summarized ( Table 1) . The DHR reflects changes in HR occurring over a median of 119 (IQR: 21 -125) days.
As a continuous covariate, increases in HR from the preceding visit were associated with all outcomes measures ( Table 2) . For example for each 5 b.p.m. increase in HR from the preceding visit was associated with 9% higher risk of all-cause mortality and a 6% higher risk of the composite of CV death or hospitalization for HF. Furthermore, for each 5 b.p.m. increase HR from the preceding visit was also associated with a 9, 6 and 10% higher risk of CV death, hospitalization for HF and non-CV death, respectively ( Table 2) .
The restricted cubic spline model showed that the relationship between DHR and the composite of CV death or hospitalization for HF was near linear (Figure 2A) . For example, any rise in HR above a preceding HR value was associated with elevated risk and conversely a drop in HR of .10 b.p.m. from the preceding HR with a significantly lower risk.
When we analyzed the data categorically, DHR was also associated with outcomes ( Figure 3) . A .10 b.p.m. drop in HR from the preceding visit was associated significantly with a 17% lower risk of both CV death or hospitalization for HF and the risk of CV death when compared with the no change in HR group (Figure 3) . A drop of .10 b.p.m. when compared with the no change in HR group was also associated with 15% lower risk of all-cause mortality and also hospitalization for HF ( Figure 3) . Conversely, a .10 b.p.m. rise in HR from the preceding visit compared with the no change in HR group was associated with a 35% higher risk of CV death or hospitalization and a 68 and 28% higher risk of CV death or hospitalization Changes in heart rate in patients with heart failure for HF, respectively ( Figure 3 ). Furthermore, a .10 b.p.m. rise in HR from the preceding visit compared with the no change in HR group was also associated with 76% higher risk of fatal and non-fatal stroke, 80% higher risk of non-CV death and 71% higher risk of all-cause mortality relative to no change in HR (Figure 3) . The use of b-blocker at anytime in the study did not affect the relationship between DHR and outcomes (P for interaction of 0.72 for all-cause mortality and 0.87 for CV death or hospitalization for HF) nor did the presence of atrial fibrillation at the time of randomization (P for interaction 0.90 for all-cause mortality and 0.46 for CV death or hospitalization for HF) or pacemaker implantation at baseline (P for interaction of 0.39 for all-cause mortality and P for interaction of 0.35 for CV death or hospitalization for HF). The relationship between HR and outcomes was similar in patients with reduced and preserved ejection fraction (P for interaction 0.55 for all-cause mortality and 0.81 for CV death or hospitalization for HF). No other interactions were detected between the other specified subgroups and DHR.
Heart rate at any time and outcomes
As a continuous covariate, time-updated HR, which represents HR at any visit, and also baseline HR predicted both all-cause mortality and the composite outcome of CV death or hospitalization for HF ( Table 2) . For every 5 b.p.m. higher HR at any time, the risk of all-cause mortality and the composite of CV death or hospitalization for HF was 9 and 7% higher, respectively.
We found that a resting HR between 60 and 76 b.p.m. at any time during follow-up was not associated with a higher risk of CV death or hospitalization for HF compared with an HR of 60 b.p.m. ( Figure 2B ). However, a resting HR .76 b.p.m. at any time during follow-up was associated higher risk of CV death or hospitalization for HR ( Figure 2B) . This is further supported when HR at any visit is categorized into tertiles, such that the upper tertile of HR at any visit (.76 b.p.m.) was associated with the highest risk, 49% increase in all-cause mortality (adjusted hazard ratio of 1.49 (1.30 -1.70): P , 0.001) and 37% increase in composite of CV death or hospitalization for HF (adjusted hazard ratio of 1.37 (1.22 -1.53); P , 0.001), relative to lowest tertile (HR , 65 b.p.m.).
In patients with AF at baseline, HR at anytime was associated with outcomes. Such that for every 5-b.p.m. difference in HR at any time, the adjusted hazard ratio for all-cause mortality was of 1.06 (1.03 -1.10); P , 0.001 and for composite of CV death and hospitalization for HF, the adjusted hazard ratio was 1.04 (1.01 -1.07); P ¼ 0.004.
Discussion
In a large cohort of patients with reduced and preserved ejection fraction HF, we found that changes in HR from the preceding clinic visit occurring over a median of 119 (21-125) days, predicted all-cause mortality, the composite endpoint of CV death or hospitalization for HF, and non-CV outcomes. While increases in HR were associated with higher risk, reduction in HR was associated with lower risk. Heart rate at any time was also predictive of outcomes. These findings suggest that HR may be a useful and easily measured biomarker in the management of HF patients.
Our study further supports that changes in HR over time from the preceding clinic visit are of prognostic importance in patients with chronic HF with reduced or preserved ejection fraction, irrespective of cardiac rhythm. Epidemiological studies have suggested that high HR is associated with increased risk of mortality, with increased sympathetic activity as a proposed mechanism. 5 Increases in HR in patients with HF may reflect higher sympathetic tone due to further progression of HF or even decompensation. 17 They could also suggest the onset of new or paroxysms of atrial arrhythmias such as atrial fibrillation. In contrast, a drop in HR may reflect improving cardiac function and lower sympathetic tone. Importantly, While use or up-titration of HR-reducing drugs such as b-blockers and digoxin are possible explanations for reduction in HR from the preceding visit, especially as b-blocker use became more frequent over Adjusted for age, sex, randomization to candesartan, ejection fraction, previous hospitalization for HF, history of diabetes mellitus at baseline, body mass index, diastolic blood pressure, NYHA functional class, b-blocker dose and digoxin use at anytime during the study, cardiomegaly on chest X-ray, atrial fibrillation at baseline and baseline or preceding HR. For changes in HR from the preceding visit the preceding HR was used in the model instead of baseline HR. For outcomes without MI, interval MI was also included in the model.
the course of the study, in our analysis, we have controlled for b-blocker using in a time-updated analysis, taking into account both use of b-blockers and b-blocker dose. Thus, the importance of HR change appears to be independent of b-blocker use. Furthermore, b-blocker use at anytime during the study did not alter the relationship between DHR and outcome. Another factor which might play a role in change in HR over time (and its relationship with outcomes) is physical activity. 18 Unfortunately, details of physical activity were not measured during the follow-up period. An increase in HR from the preceding visit was also associated with increased risk of the composite of non-CV death, perhaps suggesting that DHR is likely to be a non-specific signal of deteriorating health or other non-CV related episodes such as exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or infection. Our observation is in keeping with two longitudinal studies looking at subjects without known CV disease, the first of which showed that a change in HR between two visits over a 5-year period in 5139 healthy middle-aged men was associated with mortality over a 20-year follow-up. 10 In the second example, a large epidemiological study, which included 29 325 subjects without known CV disease, increase in resting HR between two visits over a 10-year period was associated with higher risk of all-cause mortality and death from ischaemic heart disease. 9 Our data are also consistent with a study performed in 4065 hypertensive patients, where DHR was calculated by measuring the difference between the HR at the baseline visit and the mean HR of follow -up visits. They found that increase in HR of .5 b.p.m. over time was associated with mortality. 11 In our study, DHR were calculated, and used to predict events over a median interval of 4 months, a period shorter than previously published studies.
Our study also showed that a temporal drop in HR over a short period of time was beneficial, not shown in any previous study.
Our analysis provides additional evidence that the value of HR recorded at anytime during the study was also of prognostic importance, in keeping with our previous study looking at baseline HR. 1 In our cohort, patients with HR at anytime ,76 b.p.m. had lowest risk similar to other published studies. In the post hoc analysis of the COMET trial, that included patients with chronic HF and reduced ejection fraction, an HR ,68 b.p.m., was associated with better outcome compared with HR .68 b.p.m. 19 and in the placebo arm of SHIFT, an HR of 70 -71 b.p.m. was associated with lower events compared with HR ≥72 b.p.m. 2 We found that in patients with AF at baseline, there was a weaker relationship between HR at anytime and outcomes compared with patients in sinus rhythm. Our findings are somewhat similar to previous studies on baseline HR in which patients with AF at baseline had a weak or no significant relationship between baseline HR and outcome. 1, 20 Although our analysis suggest that the use of HR at anytime, which represents the most recent HR value (i.e. time updated) is a better predictor of outcomes in patients with AF compared with baseline HR as shown in our previous analysis. 1 Our observation suggest that monitoring of HR over time, as a biomarker of severity of HF, in the clinic setting or remotely may be useful in identifying HF patients at greatest risk of readmission and death. This is of importance especially as HR is potentially a modifiable risk factor and these patients could be considered for interventions that might improve their disease trajectory if guideline-based criteria for their use is met. 6, 8 Whether remote monitoring devices that can assess HR more continuously might improve risk prediction in patients with HF will need further study.
Some limitations of our analysis should be noted. A limitation of time-updated analysis is that it hinders any detailed characterization of the patients' that have a rise or drop in HR from baseline or the Figure 3 Association between changes in heart rate from the preceding visit and outcomes. Adjusted hazard ratio and 95% confidence intervals and also events with event rates (95% confidence intervals) given for six outcomes across the five categories of changes in heart rate from preceding visit (DHR). preceding visit. This is because a patient's follow-up HR may rise or fall into different categories of HR; therefore, each patient may spend time in more than one HR category. Thus, we were limited to reporting the baseline characteristics of all patients, and the total time spent in each category with the associated number of events. However, an advantage of time-updated analysis is that it uses HR data from all visits allowing the calculation of changes in HR over short periods of time, something that other studies did not perform. 9 -11 Furthermore, some predictors of outcome were not time updated.
We relied on investigator-reported HR at each visit. This may have been measured in different ways, at different times of the day, and under different circumstances. Estimating ventricular rates in patients with atrial fibrillation may be less reliable than measurement of resting HR in patients with sinus rhythm. In our analysis, we have controlled for b-blocker using in a time-updated analysis, taking into account both use of b-blockers and b-blocker dose. Thus, the importance of HR change appears to be independent of b-blocker use. Other strengths of this study include the fact that the CHARM program studied patients with both reduced and preserved EF on modern HF therapy and also the large number of outcome events in this population.
Conclusions
In a cohort of chronic HF patients with reduced and preserved ejection fraction, inclusive of patients with atrial fibrillation, changes in HR over time from the preceding clinic visit were associated with outcome, such that a rise in HR were associated with elevated risk and a drop in HR associated with reduced risk. Moreover, resting HR independent of the time it is measured is a predictor of adverse events in this population. Our findings further support the importance of measuring resting HR in every day clinical practice, and potentially with remote monitoring, as a way to identify HF patients at greatest risk for readmission and death.
